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A clay sculpture, fired at 1.080 degrees Celsius, cools down in the refrigerator. An army blanket, embroidered 
with a mission, hangs on the wall. A performance, absorbing spectators into potato-pealers, occurs in the court-
yard. On Saturday 30 May, Objectif Exhibitions presents The Fantastic Invasion—an exhibition and perfor-
mance by Austrian-German collective, Mahony.

The exhibition title was stolen from Nigel Evans, whose BBC documentary “The Fantastic Invasion” centered 
on John Frum (aka Jon Frum, John Brum, and John From)—a cultist trading in the promise of economic 
prosperity. Similarly, the design for the Art-Déco figure Mahony custom-fit to the interior of a refrigerator was 
stolen from another John—off the top of an Art-Déco skyscraper at 570 Lexington Avenue in New York. John 
W. Cross designed the skyscraper in 1931 for the Radio Corporation of America, and crowned it in a complex 
ornamentation symbolizing radio waves. The skyscraper, however, was owned for many years by General Electric, 
and General Electric released the first mass-produced refrigerator in 1937.

Then there’s this phrase: “Sowing hope – harvesting future”. Mahony embroidered it on an army blanket, but 
lifted it from a German NGO campaign to save the so-called “third world”. It sounds as if pulled from the bible 
in the spirit of the first missionary works of the colonialists, but these days, such invocations ring more to the 
tune of donations.

It all comes together at the table, where Mahony serves Potato Dinner Performance. The title is descriptive 
enough, but the event remains caught somewhere between a performance and a lecture. It’s been stuck there, res-
olutely, for some years—in different locations, to different extents. Usually, potatoes are peeled and cooked while 
texts are read or videos are projected. At Objectif Exhibitions, the refrigerator exits the office’s mobile bar to oc-
cupy a central role, along with the audience. It’s in this communal absorption that collectives, cults, colonialists, 
corporations, architects and archeologists, strategists and symbolists, philanthropists and fundraising dinners are 
peeled, baked and glazed at high temperature.
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